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Drop Downlight
Design Cristian Cubiñá

Shade borosilicate transparent glass

Embedded downlight / Structure iron

Transformer not included

Lamp included and replaceable

9101/016  chrome

G4 12V-20W
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The DROP collection is a classic by Alma Light, one of its fl agships, its most 
well-known luminaire. It stands out above all for its famous transparent glass in 
the shape of a drop and for its great variety of models.
What we love about DROP is its brightness, its luminosity, its visibility, its presen-
ce. DROP is beautiful and eye-catching, and when lit it creates a show of brilliance 
and brings a lot of light. It is ideal to be placed in homes, retail and dining spaces 
and it combines especially with contemporary interiors that include details of 
select design and a lot of modernity.
The Downlight ceiling lamp of the DROP halogen collection differs in a couple of 
aspects from the rest of fi ttings of the series:
1-It does not include transformer: It is a Downlight ceiling lamp intended to be 
installed either individually, or in groups with simultaneous commutation to one 
switch.  According to the quantity of Dowlights to be installed together, the installer 
will have to purchase the transformer or transformers separately, taking to account 
the overall load of the total units to be commuted together. Transformers can be 
bought in a local electricity shop, or in Alma Light. At the moment of passing the 
order, the transformers have to be specifi ed apart, as well as the total electrical 
load to be managed.
2-It must installed in a plaster ceiling: It cannot be installed on the ceiling surface, 
but it is designed to be inserted in a hole in a false ceiling, inside which the trans-
former will have to be also hidden.
The structure is fl at, circular, and made of chromed iron. The shade is borolisicate 
transparent blown glass and the socket is G4 bearing a 20W halogen bulb, which 
is always included.


